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25: Making a Blueprint

Blueprints are made by placing a drawing over a specially treated paper and
exposing it to strong (UV) light. The blueprint is then washed (fixed). The light
triggers a reaction that produces the pigment ‘Prussian blue’. Blueprints were a type
of photographic print used by engineers and architects for copying their final plans.
Although computers have taken over the printing stage people liked the word
‘blueprint’ and kept it. Used in a general way, it now means the original plan for any
important project or policy e.g. ‘Blueprint for the countryside’.

What you will need

a semi-darkened room glass stirring rod
natural daylight paint brush
Solution A old newspapers to place underneath 
Solution B when painting solutions onto paper
cartridge paper clamp stand
black and white negative image disposable glove for handling wet paper

(on acetate) plastic washing up bowl or photographic 
key or small coin tray or dish for fixing i.e. washing prints 
scissors in water
25 cm3 measuring cylinder absorbent paper
100 cm3 small glass beaker

What you do

1 Solution A stains clothing. It is advisable to wear a lab coat.

2 Solution A contains a light sensitive iron salt and you must work in a dim light.
Use the measuring cylinder to measure out 10 cm3 of solution A. Pour it into the
beaker.

3 Solution B contains a salt called potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) which is the
‘developer’. Use the measuring cylinder to measure out 10 cm3 of solution B.
Add it to the beaker. Stir the solutions in the beaker to mix.

4 Lay the paper on old newspaper. Mark it to show that this is the surface to be
treated. Use the paint brush to paint the top surface with the mixture.

5 Hang the paper from a clamp stand in a dark place and leave it to dry.

Now wash your hands.

6 When the paper is dry, cut off a narrow test strip.

7 Expose the painted side of the test strip to natural daylight for a few minutes. Put
a small coin on the strip. Note how many minutes are needed for the exposed
paper to go blue (it should stay pale under the coin). Use this as your exposure
time.

8 Lay the paper down with the painted side up. Place a black and white negative
on the paper.

9 Expose to the light for time decided above.

10  Now fix the blueprint by washing away the unexposed salts. Wash the paper
face down. Do this in the sink using the plastic washing-up bowl and cold
running water.

11  Dry the paper using absorbent paper. Observe your print.

11 Now wash your hands again.
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